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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
FOREWORD

Relative to cloud adoption and data warehouse
modernization, there are three common scenarios
that organizations and their data management
professionals face today:
• I’M TOLD TO. That’s when an organization has
a cloud-first mandate that encourages teams
to give priority to cloud-based solutions when
planning new initiatives or updating established
ones. Operational applications are already
complying with the cloud-first mandate, largely
via the brisk adoption of software-as-a-service
(SaaS) applications seen in recent years. Now
it’s time for programs in data warehousing,
analytics, reporting, and data integration to
catch up.
• I HAVE TO. Many warehouse and data
operations professionals are under pressure
to fix their systems’ limited scale for storage
and limited speed for analytics and integration
processing. For example, in some on-premises
big data platforms, compute and storage
resources are tightly coupled, such that storage
resources accessed by one compute process
are inaccessible by other compute resources
until the first completes. A shared-nothing
architecture that decouples compute and
storage resources is preferred so each resource
type can scale independently and performancechoking resource contentions are avoided.
Cloud-based solutions are inherently decoupled
for maximum speed and scale. In addition,
cloud solutions typically have lower costs
and more flexible architectures than big data
platforms based on in-house hardware.
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• I WANT TO. This is where business and
technology people are convinced of the
value of cloud-based solutions for data
warehousing. They are actively migrating their
data warehouse to the cloud (wholly or in
part) along with data sets and tools for related
data-driven programs in analytics, reporting,
and data integration.
Ideally, you’re in the final category, where
embracing the cloud is your choice because it’s a
good fit for the modern data warehouse and its
use cases in analytics. However, no matter which
situation you are in, the cloud has an appropriate
role to play in your immediate future, as well as
long-term planning for the warehouse and its use
cases. This is true whether you are modernizing an
existing warehouse or building a new one; whether
your whole warehouse or just pieces of it will be
deployed on the cloud.
TDWI’s recent survey on cloud data management
shows that data warehouses exist on premises, in
the cloud, and in hybrid combinations of the two.
(See Figure 1.)
• Roughly half of organizations surveyed
(47 percent) have a data warehouse deployed
exclusively on premises
• Almost one quarter (23 percent) have a data
warehouse deployed exclusively on cloud
platforms
• Almost one third (30 percent) have a hybrid
data warehouse that spans both on-premises
and cloud platforms
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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
FOREWORD CONTINUED

Data Warehouses 23%
Exclusively On Clouds
47% Data Warehouses
Exclusively On Premises
Hybrid Data Warehouses 30%
FIGURE 1. On-premises deployments still dominate, but DWs are also in the cloud and in

hybrid architectures.1
Today the cloud is a well-established computing
platform for data warehouses and related fields—as
well as a preferred platform for new deployments.
TDWI anticipates more warehouses on cloud-based
data platforms, yet some data domains and
components of the data warehouse architecture will
linger on premises into the foreseeable future (as
discussed later).

This TDWI Checklist Report will now drill into
the business and technical requirements of the
modern DW. The goal is to help user organizations
understand the directions that new business
goals are taking warehouses and therefore which
modernizations are required to keep pace—plus
how to prepare for successfully migrating data
warehouses to the cloud.

Data for Figure 1 in this report was calculated using data from Figure 16 in the
2019 TDWI Best Practices Report: Cloud Data Management. Online at tdwi.org/
bpreports.
1
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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
UNDERSTAND THE WEAKNESSES AND OMISSIONS OF YOUR CURRENT DW
BEFORE PLANNING ITS MODERNIZATION AND MIGRATION TO THE CLOUD

Users need to assess their data warehouse and
the systems with which it integrates before they
can know which pieces of the warehouse need
modernization or migration—and which don’t.
Likewise, this knowledge enlightens the priority
order of modernization work, project management,
and the business alignment of DW modernization.
In fact, DW modernization takes many forms.
Some are defined by a weak piece of the DW that
needs improvement, replacement, or migration.
Other forms of DW modernization are driven by
business opportunities that can only be seized via
data-driven practices. In short, when assessing a
DW for modernization, expect to find a mix of pain
and opportunity among the drivers for change.
For example, many mature warehouses have a rich
collection of well-curated and cleansed subject
areas, dimensions, time series, and hierarchies,
but they are on on-premises relational database
management systems (RDBMSs) that are expensive
and time-consuming to scale. Conversely, a DW
may be on a strong platform such as one of the new
cloud-based databases but have poorly designed
dimensional data models. In other cases, the core
warehouse is strong and ready for the future, but
the tooling around it—especially for advanced
forms of analytics and modern data ingestion—is
outmoded and should be modernized.
Here follows a discussion of pain points commonly
addressed by warehouse modernization:

ACHIEVING MODERN SCALE VIA CLOUD

Hitting the moving target of scalability is the
leading pain point for data warehouses. What we
used to call big data is now just another domain
within enterprise data. The data warehouse—along
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with all enterprise data ecosystems, both analytical
and operational—is under pressure to scale to the
storage and processing capacity needed today as
well as in the future. For a number of reasons, the
cloud has arisen as a viable solution to the relentless
scalability problem.
LOWER PLATFORM COSTS. Scaling up to tens of

terabytes is quite affordable on cloud-based data
platforms, compared to the capital expenditures
incurred from the hardware and software licenses
required to scale up an on-premises relational
database management system, Hadoop, or a
NoSQL database.
MAXIMUM RESOURCE AUTOMATION. When a

data platform supports the native capabilities
of the cloud it is deployed on, the elastic cloud
automatically marshals resources for storage
and processing, then reallocates them later as
workloads swell and subside. As mentioned earlier,
native cloud platforms decouple storage and
compute resources. This means that the elastic
resource management of the cloud can work
automatically without the resource contentions
that limit the performance and scale of some
on-premises platforms.
MINIMAL ADMINISTRATION. The automation of

an elastic cloud also means that administrators
needn’t spend as much time and payroll monitoring
capacity, recalculating resource requirements, and
taking action to ensure scale and performance.
In a related area, most public clouds already
have popular data platforms set up for immediate
use, alleviating the need for time-consuming
system integration.
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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
UNDERSTAND THE WEAKNESSES AND OMISSIONS OF YOUR CURRENT DW BEFORE
PLANNING ITS MODERNIZATION AND MIGRATION TO THE CLOUD CONTINUED
IMPROVING THE DATA OF THE
WAREHOUSE

DATA MODELING. This is regularly part of the

modernization of a data warehouse. For example,
best practices in dimensional modeling are much
better understood today, and new dimensions
are required for employees, customer attributes,
geospatial coordinates, sensors, and so on. Time
series and hierarchies are likewise in need of
remodeling. Improving these models enriches
insights and accelerates query performance.
DATA QUALITY. A number of scenarios are at play

here. The older data of most warehouses is of good
quality. However, data from new sources and in new
schema may need attention, especially machine
data from devices, vehicles, and the Internet of
Things (IoT). When a modern data warehouse
environment includes a data lake, the former
requires the full range of data quality functions,
whereas the latter may only need light standardization. When migration to a cloud (or some other)
platform is coming, be sure to first correct data
quality, modeling, and semantic issues. Otherwise,
you may diminish the success of the new platform
with old problems.

comprehensive modernization of data integration
infrastructure.
MODERN DATA SEMANTICS. Technical metadata

continues to be required for data access and
cross-system interoperability, whereas new
use cases in self-service, data exploration, and
dashboards require business metadata. Operational
metadata can be useful for system performance
monitoring, security analytics, and capacity
planning. Organizations need to get beyond
technical metadata to get value from business and
operational metadata as well as other approaches
to data semantics, such as business glossaries and
the new discipline of data cataloging. Without
modern data semantics, some use cases for the
modern DW will be hamstrung.

ENABLING MODERN DATA INGESTION
TECHNIQUES
DATA INTEGRATION MODERNIZATION. An

old-fashioned data warehouse will still be fed mostly
by extract, transform, and load (ETL) methods in
24-hour batch cycles, perhaps complemented by
ELT, frequent batches, and microbatching. Many
modern data warehouses ingest data from old
and new sources in a wide range of latencies from
overnight batch to real time, both pulling data to
the warehouse and capturing data that is pushed to
it via streams. When confronted by new data types,
sources, interfaces, and latencies, satisfying modern
requirements for warehouse data feeds can entail a
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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
UNDERSTAND THE NEW ANALYTICS DEMANDED BY YOUR BUSINESS AND HOW
A MODERNIZED CLOUD DW CAN SUPPORT THESE

As we just saw, some forms of data warehouse
modernization and cloud migration are driven by
pain points. Other forms are driven by business
opportunities, such as the following.

CAPITALIZING NEW BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES VIA ADVANCED
ANALYTICS

The need for new and different analytics is the
leading business opportunity for data warehouse
modernization. Business managers are under
pressure to innovate and grow the business, and
consensus today is that the path to success is paved
with advanced analytics. In response, businesses
are adopting advanced forms of analytics that they
have never performed before, typically those based
on data mining, statistics, graph, and predictive
analytics (powered by artificial intelligence and
machine learning). These, in turn, help the business
compete on analytics, make better fact-based
decisions, understand and monitor details of
business processes that were previously in the dark,
and acquire, retain, and grow customers.

ACHIEVING BUSINESS GOALS VIA
NEW PLATFORMS, TOOLS, AND
ARCHITECTURES

The catch is that most data warehouses were
originally designed for reporting and online
analytical processing (OLAP). Businesspeople
need continued support for these while the data
warehouse is modernized to provision big data and
other new data sources for a broadening range of
analytics. A new DW design enabled by modern
platforms and tools is required.

analytics chosen, the volume of data, and whose
budget pays for it, some organizations may prefer
on-premises platforms for Hadoop, data lakes,
NoSQL, and columnar databases. Obviously, in
a modern data warehouse architecture, all these
platforms and more may be deployed on premises,
in the cloud, and/or a hybrid combination of
both. The DW proper aside, achieving modern
business goals also requires significant investments
in modern tools for analytics, reporting, data
integration, and modern semantics.

OPPORTUNISTICALLY ADOPTING
FUTURE-FACING TECHNOLOGY

Savvy DW teams know that today’s strong platform
may not be scalable enough, fast enough, or
appropriately suited to changes to business
operations expected in the near future. DW teams,
for decades, have squandered time, money, and
energy on capacity planning and performance
tweaking for on-premises platforms. The speed
and scale of cloud platforms minimizes these tasks.
Likewise, the adoption of a columnar database
dramatically reduces work for query optimization,
and Hadoop integrated within a DW architecture
introduces powerful new in-place processing for
advanced analytics and multistructured data.
Clouds, columns, and Hadoop are the most
common manifestations of DW modernizations
(in that priority order) that TDWI sees among its
members today.

Given the cloud’s scalability, affordability, and
immediate availability, firms increasingly choose
to deploy new analytics data sets on cloud-based
databases. However, depending on the type of
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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
EMBRACE THE CLOUD FOR ITS BENEFITS TO THE MODERN DATA WAREHOUSE

THE GENERAL BENEFITS OF THE CLOUD APPLY
WELL TO CLOUD DATA WAREHOUSING. The

DATA ASSETS ARE MORE FULLY LEVERAGED IN
THE CLOUD. TDWI regularly encounters users

benefits include the cloud’s scalability, elasticity,
support for new data sources and structures, zero
system integration and administration, massive
storage capacity, and low cost. In addition,
cloud-native data platforms have a shared-nothing
architecture that decouples compute and storage
resources for minimal resource contention and
maximum speed and scale. Cloud users have
reaped those benefits with common use cases such
as SaaS applications and advanced analytics, where
cloud solutions have proved they can modernize
mature data management infrastructures. Now
users need the power of the cloud to give data
warehouses greater speed and scale with less
administration and cost, as well as to keep the
data warehouse relevant in the age of big data
and analytics.

who believe that most clouds are well suited to
consolidating diverse data so they can support
more use cases, which in turn yield greater
business value. Similarly, some users consider
the cloud a “neutral Switzerland” that fosters
collaboration among diverse users, both internal
and external. This way, clouds make it easier
to share with external suppliers, partners,
and customers. The cloud makes hybrid data
architectures possible, which put some data
platforms near web and IoT data sources as well
as near third-party data providers.

CLOUD’S ELASTICITY PROVISIONS RESOURCES
AS NEEDED. Elasticity is the cloud’s leading

benefit because it provides advantages for most
data warehouse use cases. For example, when a
data warehouse workload ramps up, the cloud
“automagically” provides server resources for the
high-performance execution of that workload. This
is important with the growing number of analytics
workloads and concurrent users that modern data
warehouses are experiencing. Similarly, cloud
elasticity helps a data warehouse cope with the
highly unpredictable ad hoc query workloads that
result from modern self-service practices.
Luckily, cloud storage is just as elastic as cloud
computing resources, so your infrastructure can
expand in minutes—not in weeks or months.
Furthermore, when the compute and storage layers
are decoupled in cloud architecture, decoupling
allows each layer to scale independently for
maximum performance per architectural layer.
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CLOUD DATA WAREHOUSING SAVES TIME. The

beauty of a cloud data warehouse platform is that
it’s already built, optimized, and waiting for you to
load data and get to work. In other words, whether
building a new warehouse or replatforming an
old one, data warehouse professionals using the
cloud needn’t suffer through the time-consuming,
distracting, and risky system integration that all
on-premises platform initiatives require.
CLOUD IS AGILE. Depending on the combination of

platforms and tools involved, the cloud can make
solution development more agile. That is because
in the cloud data management professionals can
build new solutions and expand pre-existing ones
without waiting for IT help and hardware upgrades.
When developers move faster, it reduces the time
businesspeople must wait for solution delivery and
use. In short, the cloud provides a fast track for the
whole warehouse as well as solutions built upon it
and users who depend on it.
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EMBRACE THE CLOUD FOR ITS BENEFITS TO THE MODERN DATA WAREHOUSE
CONTINUED
CLOUDS CAN SAVE MONEY. “Renting” cloud

hardware avoids initial capital expenses for
purchasing on-premises hardware, thereby making
the DW an operational expense instead of a capital
expense. Depending on your cloud provider and
whether you signed up for a managed service,
administration for DBMSs and Hadoop can be
minimal and therefore less expensive in the cloud
than on premises. In these cases, third-party cloud
personnel perform work that would require new
hires on premises. For these reasons, start-up
expenses are low for new cloud-based data-driven
programs and solutions. Finally, too many data
warehouses have expensive, overbuilt capacity,
which is only used during rare and transient spikes
in workloads and data volumes. Elastic cloud lets
you design a smaller and less costly solution that
you can easily scale up for hours or days on an
as-needed basis.
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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
DECIDE WHICH PIECES OF DW ARCHITECTURE TO RETAIN AND IMPROVE
VERSUS THOSE TO REPLACE WITH A CLOUD SOLUTION

AUGMENTATION AS A MODERNIZATION STRATEGY.

TDWI has seen many organizations migrate
the entire warehouse to the cloud, but a more
common modernization is to migrate some pieces
of the warehouse architecture to the cloud while
leaving other pieces on premises. This kind of DW
augmentation leaves a mature on-premises data
warehouse intact to protect that valuable business
investment, and users augment and complement
the incumbent warehouse with new platforms
and data sets that are cloud-based. The result
is usually called a hybrid data architecture, but
synonyms include multiplatform data ecosystem,
data warehouse environment, and distributed data
architecture (as discussed later).
The modern data warehouse can be compartmentalized in various ways to group data sets and
workloads for augmentation and assignment to
diverse data platforms:
MAINTAIN INVESTMENTS IN REPORTING AND
OLAP. As we saw earlier, warehouse modernization

can be driven by pain points or opportunities.
TDWI sees mature warehouses being successful
and still relevant for most forms of reporting and
OLAP, such that there is no pain to alleviate. This
kind of warehouse is often left in place, although
the data is improved for even better reporting and
OLAP (e.g., via data quality, richer metadata, or
redesigned dimensional models). Even so, this data
store alone does not address the data requirements
of advanced analytics, self-service, and other new
data-driven practices.
SEIZE OPPORTUNITIES ENABLED BY ADVANCED
ANALYTICS. The catch with a report-oriented

warehouse is that its platform, design, and
integration tooling are optimized for reporting, not
the diverse data and processing needs for advanced
analytics, plus self-service discovery and data
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lakes. Instead of trying to retrofit analytics onto a
reporting warehouse, many users feel that analytics
is better served by its own platform.
Note that diverse forms of analytics have diverse
data storage, processing, and presentation
requirements, which lead some organizations to
deploy multiple new platforms, such as Hadoop
(for algorithmic analytics and unstructured data),
columnar databases (for SQL analytics and
extreme ad hoc queries), and cloud databases (for
query-driven self-service that assumes SQL support).
RESPECT FUNDING AND SPONSORSHIP. Although

most data warehouses are shared infrastructure for
enterprisewide reporting and data delivery, many
analytics programs are funded and sponsored by
individual business units or departments, the most
common being financials, sales, marketing, and
supply chain. These owners and other stakeholders
demand specific platforms, tools, and data to get
analytics tailored to their unique local needs. The
downside is that departments too often deploy
platforms that become silos or swamps. To avoid
such problems, their “shadow IT” platforms
should also integrate data with the enterprise data
warehouse and other shared, communal assets.
LEAVE SENSITIVE DATA DOMAINS ON PREMISES.

Whether a security threat is real or imagined, users
feel better when certain data domains are secured
on premises, namely financial data, personally
identifiable information (PII), and any data that is
regulated by a government. In a related area, some
warehouse data has “gravity,” meaning that its
constant use and integration into critical business
processes make it impractical to relocate off
premises (e.g., master data, dashboard metrics, and
other operational data).
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DECIDE WHICH PIECES OF DW ARCHITECTURE TO RETAIN AND IMPROVE VERSUS
THOSE TO REPLACE WITH A CLOUD SOLUTION CONTINUED
DESIGN MIGRATION FOR LOW RISK AND GOOD
ENGINEERING. A useful byproduct of migrating

pieces of a warehouse to the cloud (as discussed
in the examples above) is that the pieces can
be organized as successive phases of the
modernization project. This is lower risk and smarter
engineering than a big bang migration. Also,
each piece tends to have its own level of pain or
opportunity, and that information can enlighten the
prioritization of modernization work.
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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
CONSIDER A HYBRID ARCHITECTURE FOR YOUR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSE

REPLATFORMING AS A MODERNIZATION
STRATEGY. TDWI has seen some of its members

(and people who speak at TDWI conferences)
successfully modernize their data warehouse by
migrating the whole thing from one data platform
to another. Target platforms are usually new types,
such as those based on cloud, NoSQL, or Hadoop.
Modernization that focuses on a change of data
platform is often called “replatforming” or “rip and
replace.” The catch with replatforming is that it is
an invasive approach that interrupts access to the
data warehouse for users, business processes, and
technical processes that rely on it. Furthermore,
rip-and-replace strategies erase investments
made in the prior platform. Yet replatforming is a
viable modernization strategy because it provides
a long-term realignment to new business and
technology requirements.
MULTIPLATFORM AND HYBRID ARCHITECTURES
AS A MODERNIZATION STRATEGY. TDWI more

often sees platform modernization handled another
way. Even when one or more new platforms are
deployed, many users still maintain the original data
platform, as in the augmentation strategy discussed
earlier. The result is a multiplatform data warehouse,
where data is physically distributed across old and
new platforms. The result is also a hybrid data
warehouse, when distributed data spans both
on-premises and cloud systems.
There are good reasons for creating a hybrid
architecture for your modern data warehouse:
SEGREGATE REPORTING AND ADVANCED
ANALYTICS. These two disciplines are related but

have different use cases, users, tool types, forms
of information delivery, and—especially—data
requirements. Satisfying all that with one warehouse
platform is difficult or impossible. The trend is to
preserve and improve a traditional warehouse on
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premises for reporting, OLAP, and performance
management while new investments in data
platforms for advanced analytics and data discovery
are made on one or more clouds.
Note that segregating data sets and processing
workloads like this is a practical way of matching
data and use cases to just the right data platform
and tools set—and that’s a highly valuable goal.
However, the components and platforms may
easily become silos unless data is integrated
across them and most users and apps are allowed
to access them.
SEGREGATE THE DATA WAREHOUSE AND THE
DATA LAKE. A modern best practice is to preserve

the traditional warehouse with its focus on reporting
while creating a new data lake as a very large
multipurpose repository for most other categories
of use cases. In this scenario, the warehouse and
lake complement each other because the strengths
of one fill in for the weaknesses of the other.
For example, most data lakes are “multitenant,”
supporting several diverse use cases and their
user groups, including data landing, data staging,
ELT processing, self-service data discovery, data
prep, analytics sandboxes, and many forms of
advanced analytics (based on mining, statistics,
artificial intelligence, and machine learning).
Again, segregating data sets and workloads like
this demands integration and access to avoid the
creation of silos.
DEPLOY YOUR MODERN DATA LAKE IN A
HYBRID ARCHITECTURE, JUST LIKE THE MODERN
WAREHOUSE. When a data lake is multitenant, it

will need to satisfy the diverse data requirements
of many data types and use cases. The breadth of
requirements forces most organizations to deploy
lake data across multiple data platforms, which in
turn may be physically located on multiple premises
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CONSIDER A HYBRID ARCHITECTURE FOR YOUR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSE
CONTINUED
or multiple clouds. For example, self-service data
practices assume support for SQL and the relational
paradigm, whereas algorithmic analytics and mining
unstructured data assumes nonrelational platforms
such as Hadoop or NoSQL databases.
ADOPT DIVERSE DATA PLATFORMS FOR DIVERSE
USE CASES AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS. Here’s the

real reason for multiplatform data architectures:
Modern data is very diverse and getting more so
in terms of its multiple structures, sources, and
latencies, which in turn drive up the complexity
of data’s capture, interface types, storage,
in-storage processing, metadata management,
and new forms of data semantics. Likewise,
modern business is increasingly digital and
data-driven, which demands that organizations
double or triple their software portfolios of
analytics and operational applications. Given the
extreme diversity of data, its management, and
the exploding number of business use cases, it is
impossible to satisfy the data requirements of all
these scenarios with a single data platform—or
even a short list of platforms.
In response, organizations are eager to deploy
additional data platforms—organized in hybrid data
architectures—because they know that the newly
extended software portfolio puts them in a much
better position to put the right data on the right
platform in the right condition at the right time for
the right user performing the right use case. After
all, that’s the ultimate goal and noble calling of all
data management efforts, and a multiplatform or
hybrid architecture is what it takes today to achieve
that highly desirable goal.
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TDWI CHECKLIST REPORT: CLOUD AT SCALE FOR MODERN DATA WAREHOUSING
DEVELOP A DETAILED, PHASED PLAN FOR DATA WAREHOUSE MODERNIZATION
AND CLOUD MIGRATION

Organizations of any size or maturity will already
have a data warehouse deployed and in operation.
Modernizing an incumbent warehouse regularly
involves migrating data from platform to platform,
increasingly from on-premises to the cloud. This
is because replatforming is a common strategy,
whether you will rip-and-replace the DW’s primary
platform or augment it with additional data
platforms. Even in an augmentation strategy, “data
balancing” is an inevitable migration task as you
redistribute data across the new combination of old
and new platforms. In a different direction, some
data warehouse modernization strategies simplify
bloated and redundant portfolios of databases (or
take control of rogue data marts) by consolidating
them onto fewer platforms.
In all these modernization strategies, the cloud
plays an important role. For example, many
organizations have a cloud-first mandate because
they know that cloud computing is the future of
data center infrastructure. In addition, the cloud is
a common target for DW modernization because
cloud-based data platforms are the most modern
ones available for warehouses today. Finally, a
cloud is an easily centralized and globally available
platform, which makes it an ideal target for data
consolidation.
Users who modernize a data warehouse need to
plan carefully for the complexity, time, business
disruption, risks, and costs of migrating and/or
consolidating data with special considerations for
cloud platforms, as follows.
AVOID A BIG BANG PROJECT. That kind of plan

attempts to modernize and migrate too much, too
fast. Large size and complexity for early deliverables
raise the probability of failure. By comparison, a
project plan with multiple phases will be a less
risky way to achieve your goals for modernization
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and cloud migration. A multiphase project plan
segments work into multiple manageable pieces,
each with a realistic technical goal that adds
business value.
THE FIRST DELIVERABLE SHOULD BE EASY BUT
USEFUL. For example, successful data migration or

replatforming projects should focus the first phase
on a data subset or use case that is both easy to
construct and in high demand by the business.
Prioritize early phases so they give everyone
confidence by demonstrating technical prowess and
business value. Save problematic phases for later.
CLOUD MIGRATION IS NOT JUST FOR DATA.

You are also migrating business processes, groups
of warehouse end users, reports, applications,
analysts, developers, and data management
solutions. Your plan should explain when and how
each entity will be migrated. Managers and users
should be involved in planning to ensure their
needs are addressed with minimal disruption to
business operations.
MANAGE RISK WITH CONTINGENCY PLANS.

Expect to fail, but know that segmenting work
into phases has the added benefit of limiting the
scope of failure. Be ready to recover from failures
with phase deliverables via roll back to a prior
phase state. Don’t be too eager to unplug the old
platforms because you may need them for roll back.
It is inevitable that old and new data warehouse
platforms will operate simultaneously for months
or years, depending on the size and complexity of
the data, user groups, and business processes you
are migrating.
BEWARE LIFT-AND-SHIFT PROJECTS. Sometimes you

can “lift and shift” data from one system to another
with minimal work—but usually you cannot. Even
when a lift-and-shift approach works, developers
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DEVELOP A DETAILED, PHASED PLAN FOR DATA WAREHOUSE MODERNIZATION AND
CLOUD MIGRATION CONTINUED
need to tweak data models and interfaces for
maximum performance on the new platform.
A replatforming project can easily turn into a
development project when data being migrated
or consolidated requires considerable work. In
particular, organizations facing migrations of older
applications and data to cloud-based data platforms
should assume that lift and shift will be inadequate
because of the exaggerated differences of old and
new platforms. Likewise, when the new platform
offers little or no backward compatibility with the
old one, development may be needed for platformspecific components, such as stored procedures,
user-defined functions, and hand-coded routines.
IMPROVE DATA, DON’T JUST MOVE IT. Problems

with data quality, data modeling, and metadata
should be remediated before or during migration,
or else you’re just bringing your old problems into
the new platform. In all data management work,
when you move data you should also endeavor to
improve data.

to a line-of-business manager and other middle
managers. Affected parties (i.e., managers and
sometimes end users, too) should be involved in
planning a data warehouse modernization. First,
their input should affect the whole project from
the beginning so they get what they need to be
successful. Second, the new platform roll out should
take into consideration the productivity and process
needs of all affected parties.
COORDINATE WITH EXTERNAL PARTIES WHEN
APPROPRIATE. In some scenarios, such as those for

supply chain, e-commerce, and business-to-business relationships, the migration plan should also
stipulate dates and actions for partners, suppliers,
clients, customers, and other external entities. Light
technical work may be required of external parties,
as when customers or suppliers have online access
to reports or analytics supported by a cloud data
warehouse platform.

ASSEMBLE A DIVERSE TEAM FOR MODERNIZING
AND REPLATFORMING A DATA WAREHOUSE.

Obviously, data management professionals
are required. Data warehouse modernization
and replatforming usually needs specialists in
warehousing, integration, analytics, and reporting.
When tweaks and new development are required,
experts in data modeling, architecture, and data
languages may be required. Don’t overlook
the maintenance work required of database
administrators (DBAs), systems analysts, and IT staff.
DATA MIGRATIONS AFFECT MANY TYPES OF
PEOPLE. Your plan should accommodate them all. A

mature data warehouse will serve a long list of end
users who consume reports, dashboards, metrics,
analyses, and other products of data warehousing
and business intelligence. These people report
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